Exhibit outdoors

OUTDOOR BARE SURFACE:
the presentation of your products in outdoors

// GROUND SURFACE STAND
You may book a minimum surface stand of 50sqm.
> Price: €248 ex-VAT/sqm

// MAST SIGN WITH COMPANY NAME
Only the direct exhibitor with a 50sqm to 300sqm surface area has a sign installed by the organiser.

// SECURITY DEPOSIT (RELATED TO THE SURFACE)
A security deposit must be paid for any outdoor surface area greater than 50sqm, for pavilions and reception chalets. The deposit is intended to cover any restoration costs related to damage caused to the site and/or facilities.
> Price: €28 ex-VAT/sqm

// INVENTORY « SECURITY DEPOSIT »
For each exhibitor having a bare surface stand in a hall or outdoor, it is an obligation to sign an entry and exit inventory with a person from the technical office. The exhibitor can be represented by his stand builder committing the responsibility of the exhibitor. The security deposit will have to be paid and it will only be collected if there is a breach of the exit inventory procedure.
> Please refer to the Terms & Conditions of Sales, the exhibitor manual and the price list on p.10.

OPTIONS

// CONSTRUCTION FEE
The ground surface used for the construction of your fixed, covered and closed installations, such as modules, shelters, covered terraces, etc. to receive visitors is subject to an additional charge.
> Price: €175 ex-VAT/sqm

// UPPER FLOOR
You may add an upper floor which may cover up to 100% of the total built surface area. To do so, you need to declare the floor area that corresponds to the built upper floor.
See the technical rules in the Exhibitor Manual (available on request or online in the exhibitor space).
> Price: €163 ex-VAT/sqm
25sqm PAVILION: Enjoy a modern, welcoming space

Benefit from a fully fitted pavilion and its furniture.

- Price: €14,451 ex-VAT (excluding surface stand)

// SECURITY DEPOSIT

- Price: €830 ex-VAT/pavilion

Pavilion with one glazed side

Reception chalet: A special place to receive distinguished guests

This chalet is designed for receptions and dining, as well as for the display of equipment. The indoor surface area is 72sqm. This surface can be equipped with kitchen and toilet facilities and (optional) with a garden area.

Standard 72sqm chalet

- Unit price: €17,994 ex-VAT (excluding surface stand)

Two-storey chalet with garden

- Price: On quotation (excluding surface stand)

// SECURITY DEPOSIT

- Price: €3,600 ex-VAT (Per 72sqm module)

- Find the descriptions of all the stands on the website www.eurosatory.com, section “How to Exhibit”.